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The manuscript presents an interesting topic and shows long-term measurements of soil moisture at a municipal landfill site in Germany. The data covers a relatively large period with quite distinct climatic conditions (wet, dry years) and measurements on soil moisture are available for several depths and various profiles at the site. Despite the rich data set I found it difficult to read, because of the incomplete description of the experimental data and the used methods in this study. The unclear description of the lysimeter/field cover and drainage data of each filed makes it difficult to interpret the results. The authors should include at least information on the land surface cover and their change or development over time. The same should be done for the drainage data and interactions between climate, vegetation, and soil should be investigated and discussed. Hence I recommend the authors to include more data and consequently explore their data more in depth! In addition the authors should include a discussion of their results in the context of other study in the Results and Discussion section. Nevertheless it was an interesting read and I want to encourage the authors to carefully rewrite, revise and improve their manuscript.

Specific comments:
L13: Soil moisture is not a flux. Please reformulate the sentence.
L28: Change evaporation to evapotranspiration.
L31-36: Che authors may include also the discussion about soil moisture measured by different method see e.g. Jackisch et al. (2020).
L39-40: Change eg. to e.g.
L49: High precision and high temporal resolved measurement with lysimeter are also able to exactly determine incoming water at the land surface due to precipitation and non-rainfall-events like dew or fog. I suggest to add this point here.
L53: Not clear if observations from one or two lysimeters are used in this study? Please clarify this point.
L56-67: At this stage it is not clear to me why the authors need lysimeter in this study. Neither the introduction text nor the objectives are link to lysimeters. Please clarify this point! If not any soil profile with long term soil moisture measurements could be taken here instead of a more sophisticated measurement set-up with lysimeters.
L73-82: Please provide a table with detailed info on soil properties for all fields. This includes not only the basic info on soil texture but also other important information’s, which are normally available at such municipal landfill experimental sites.
L85-86: The authors should explain the modification of the measurement devices in detail, if not study results might not be comparable to other studies.

L93: How does this number fit with the mean inclination angle of 23.5° for each field reported in L75 & L79?

L102: The authors should explain how the used uFC data were derived for this study. This includes the important assumption e.g. vegetation, model, boundary conditions and soil types/properties.

L102-107: Totally unclear why the authors want to use the model uFC? This should be explained in the section.

L103: Which soil types are used for this uFC data? The authors should describe the soil properties to be able to compare it with the landfilled soil profiles.

L109-116: The authors should clarify why time series were transformed into a radial coordinate system. This was done only for soil moisture observations?

L117: Explain more in detail why the authors used linear regression and for what. Did the authors also check if the assumptions for using such a model are full filled?

L121: What happens in leap years? Why using 365.2425 instead of just using the length of the corresponding year, which can be 365 or 366 days long!

L134-137: Please explain the used method i.e. “Bayesian change point detection” and “time series decomposition” used in this investigation more in detail! The used methods should also be included in the introduction section and it should be shown why this kind of methods are appropriate for such an investigation.

L139: Please be precise: Figure 2 shows the monthly soil moisture profiles at the corresponding position, which were derived from the single measurements. I recommend also to add a) to the soil moisture and b) to the uFC subplot. I suggest in addition to use the same coloring scheme for both subplots. This makes it easier for the reader to compare between soil moisture and uFC.

L142: Please explain why only RL will be evaluated?

L152: The authors should show this recharge data for each lysimeter in a separate figure! In addition to that the authors might show the precipitation data in the figure. Please discuss the different conditions during the observation period e.g. dry years, wet years and its implications for the observed soil moisture.

L153: Re-wetting 2018. This might be related to the in general wetter conditions in 2017! The authors should explore their data more in depth!

L139-165: The general patterns of the soil moisture can be seen relatively well from the figure 2. However, other results discussed here are difficult to see from this figure. I suggest the authors to re-think what the main purpose for showing the figure here is and change it in a way that main findings are clearly visible.

L139-165: Please discuss results in the light of soil properties at each plot and the vegetation of these fields/lysimeters.

L168: Please report which model bottom boundary was by the DWD to simulate uFC and discuss this in the light of the presented uFC values.

L171: Not sure from which observations I can see evaporation depths over 200cm from Figure 2? Please explain your findings more in detail! Augenstein et al. (2015) reports that the fields are covered by grass, so the authors should discuss also here the vegetation development of the lysimeters/fields and refer in the manuscript consequently to evaporation and transpiration. Was there any change in the vegetation over the observation period? From my perspective higher soil moisture values at the beginning of the period might be rather related to the establishment of vegetation on the fields i.e. change from bare soil with only evaporation to a field cover with grass including evaporation and transpiration. Please clarify this point!

L171: After looking at Augenstein et al. (2015) the authors should also clarify in the
M&M section that the depths across the inclined field varied. In addition the authors should include the info that layers of the profiles e.g. in field 2B are not the same missing mineral clay liner (referring Fig. 1b in Augenstein et al. (2015))

L176: For a better comparison of the time series I recommend to put both in on plot. This makes it easier to compare.

L177: Mean soil moisture of what depths or measurement profiles?

L175-181: It would be interesting to see this time series for the field 1 as the time series of this plot is much larger than for field 2.

L175-181: First: I can see from the time series specific changes after the extremely dry year 2003. Please discuss here possible reasons! You might have a look at e.g. Robinson et al. (2016) or Groh et al. (2020), which showed within their investigations a change in the soil moisture level after drought events. Rahmati et al. (2020) showed for two grassland site a trend of decreasing seasonal minimal soil moisture after drought event in 2015. I guess there is much more literature on that point and I suggest the authors to include a more profound discussion/comparison of their findings.

L139-187: I recommend the authors to use additional methods to analyze the soil moisture time series. It would be worth also to include time series of precipitation and potential evapotranspiration. The authors could also look at the relations between those variables and soil moisture observations e.g. by Wavelet-analysis (see e.g. Graf et al., 2014; Bravo et al., 2020; Rahmati et al., 2020).

L-Figure 2: The authors should explain visible artefacts, i.e. strange lines between 2007 and 2008, white points, and strange lines in 2004 [...].

L188 & 200: Did the authors check the important assumptions associated with a linear regression model? The questions arises as I can see a change in soil moisture level after drought event in 2003, which might affect the distribution of the data.

L198-199: Please reformulate the sentence.

L201: Please show also the values for field 1 below 100 cm in figure 5.

L205-206: Please explain in detail why data for field 1 before 2003 where excluded here.

L207-208: Not sure why the inclusion of data before 2003 would bias the results of field 1?

L215: The authors should show and discuss this percolation data.

L215-218: The authors should clarify to which field this results are related.

L219-229: The authors should as already mentioned provide the background info of this model simulation in the M&M section. This is important to better understand and especially discuss the results. So e.g. which vegetation was used in the simulation, which model, does this model provide a coupling of plant and soil dynamically or use of a fixed LAI and so on.

L227: Unclear how the authors come to this conclusion. Please clarify this!

L230: I could not fully evaluate this section as there is very few information on the used methods in the M&M section.

L235: The authors should explain why 2003 was that important for the soil moisture and actually discuss reason for this observations. Please do this in the whole manuscript.

L238: Is this related to climatic conditions, evolution of the land surface cover or due to changes in the soil after packing the lysimeter? Please clarify this point! The authors also should be aware that landfill soils might behave different than natural developed soils.

L262: Yes indeed that might be a reason! This is actually the first line where discussion of the results starts! However I want to point out that current lysimeters might overcome such issues as those systems are able mimic not only a more dynamical recharge but also the capillary rise from shallow groundwater or deeper soil layers. For further
details on this lysimeters see Unold and Fank (2008); Pütz et al. (2016); Herbrich et al. (2017); Groh et al. (2020); and the effect of shallow groundwater table on land surface water fluxes Kollet and Maxwell (2008); Groh et al. (2016).

L263: This is not truth as the model used by the DWD accounts also for capillary rise. See https://www.dwd.de/DE/fachnutzer/landwirtschaft/dokumentationen/allgemein/bf_erlaeuterur at the chapter “Hintergründe zum Modell”.

L271: I could not find any data in the manuscript that actual shows that hysteresis plays are role at this site. So please clarify the following sentence: “There are clearly hysteresis effects during drying and re-wetting of the soil”.

L278-280: Very vague statement! Please discuss this in a broader context and compare findings with other studies!

L300: Not sure if the observation provide the info if this processes are irreversible or reversible! Please discuss this before in the Results & Discussion section.

L301: I am confused about this statement as the authors used a simple linear model in this manuscript!

L301-303: That's truth! Thus I recommend the authors to include also vegetation and drainage data to further explore their already rich data set and to include possible interactions between land surface cover, soil moisture and drainage.
